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� To provide a better understanding of the impact of the U.S. 
Federal Funds rate target announcement on the listed companies 
in the Stock Exchange of Thailand in term of the firm level return.

1. To investigate which components of change in the Federal Funds 
rate target affect the listed companies on the stock market in 

Research Objectives

rate target affect the listed companies on the stock market in 
Thailand in term of the firm level return.

2. To examine the asymmetric response of the listed companies on 
the stock market in Thailand, in term of the firm level return, to the 
information content of the U.S. monetary policy announcement.



3. To understand whether the impact of the U.S. monetary policy 
announcement on the stock market in Thailand, in term of the 
firm level return, depends on the firm’s characteristic, or the 
industrial structure.

� The research objective concerning about the firm characteristic is not to 
identify the source of capital market imperfection;

Research Objectives

identify the source of capital market imperfection;
� but rather to answer whether the effects of capital market imperfection 

have on the response of the stock market to the information on the 
Federal Funds rate target. 

4. To examine whether the effect of the change in the international 
monetary policy action on the domestic stock return depends on 
the period in different domestic monetary policy action.



� In the investors’ perspective: Both the institutional level and the 

individual level, can improve the corporate financing decision and 

the asset allocation decision. 

– The investors, who realize the impact of the U.S. monetary 

announcement to the domestic equity return, could improve the 

Significance of Research

announcement to the domestic equity return, could improve the 

decisions by:

• Incorporating the information on the U.S. Federal Funds rate target 

announcement into the information set when pricing the security or setting 

the proper required rate of return for capital budgeting decision.

– The investors also gain more diversification benefit.

– The better forecast investors can outperform the market by simple 

trading strategy. 



• By using a sample of 82 announcements (20,417 firm –
announcement observations) during 2000 – 2010, the result shows:

– The stock return in Thailand is negatively affected by the 
unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target.

– The unexpected change in Federal Funds rate target with the rate 

Executive Summary

– The unexpected change in Federal Funds rate target with the rate 
increase decision and the unexpected change in Federal Funds rate 
target with the good news negatively affect the firm level stock return 
in Thailand. 

– The impact of the unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate 
target on the stock return depends on the firm’s characteristic , the 
industrial structure and the period in different monetary policy action 
in Thailand. 
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• New information flows to the financial market in every seconds. 

• One of the interesting macroeconomic news is the announcement of 
change in monetary policy action.

• Three special characteristics of this monetary policy announcement:
1. The announcements are not clustered in time.

– The monetary policy announcement is released periodically, so it reduces the 

Background of the Study

– The monetary policy announcement is released periodically, so it reduces the 
interdependent effect (Brown & Warner, 1980). 

2. The announcement is exogenously released, which means that it 
is independent from the firm’s decision. 

3. The announcements influence the equity value by two channels 
(Waud, 1970; Smirlock & Yawitz, 1985). 

1) Capitalization rate
• Tightening monetary policy => real interest rate ↑ => discount rate ↑ => equity price ↓

2) Future cash flow. 
• Tightening monetary policy => future inflation ↓ => future real profit ↑ => real dividend ↑ 

=> stock attractive ↑ => equity price ↑ 



• Many scholars examine the impact of the macroeconomic 
announcements on the stock market with two key findings:

– The monetary policy announcement has a  more significant effect on stock market 
(Hardouvelis, 1987; Connolly & Wang, 1998, 2003; Flannery & Protopapadakis, 2002). 
– The announcement in foreign country gives more impact than announcement in 

domestic country
(Connolly & Wang, 1998, 2003; Johnson & Schembri, 1990; Souki, 2008; Li et al., 

2010).

Background of the Study

2010).

• With an increasing integrated market, the impact of the monetary 
policy announcement does not only affect the domestic stock 
market;

– It also affects the stock markets in other countries, especially in the developing 
countries. 

• A portfolio adjustment (Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Wongswan, 2009; Karim, 2009):

– U.S. policy rate↑ => U.S. market int↑ => Return on the U.S. asset ↑ => Foreign 
investors to liquidate the Thai equity investments => Invest in U.S. security => 
Equity prices in Thailand↓



• The capital market adjustment (Bailey; 1990, Ehrmann & 
Fratzscher, 2006; Wongswan, 2009). 

– U.S. policy rate↑ => U.S. market interest rate↑ => the integration in world market => 
global market interest rate ↑ => Cost of Capital (domestic firm) ↑ => Risk Premium ↑ => 
Required Rate of Return (domestic investors)  ↑ => Equity prices in Thailand↓

• Figure 1: Percentage of foreign trading volume to total trading volume

Background of the Study

• Figure 1: Percentage of foreign trading volume to total trading volume

Impact of change in Fed Funds rate target

on stock market in Thailand needs to be

examined carefully.

Source: Author. Retrieved June 1, 2011, from: Bloomberg database.



• The degree of the international monetary information transmits to 
the domestic stock market depends on:
• Level of the real (trade) integration: Japan, China and U.S. 

• Trade Integration Ratio = Export + Import with each country/ GDP 
(Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Li et al., 2010)

• Level of the financial integration: Australia, Ireland and U.S.
• Equity Securities held by Non Residents = Each country investment/ Total non-resident investment 

(Hausman & Wongswan, 2006; Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Wongswan, 2009).

Background of the Study

(Hausman & Wongswan, 2006; Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Wongswan, 2009).

• Figure 2: The Amount of GDP in Top Ten Countries in USD at end of 2010

The stock market in Thailand should absorb

the shock from the change in the Fed Funds 
rate target.

Source: Author. Retrieved June 1, 2011, from: Bloomberg database.



• Since Thailand is a relatively small and emerging country, it 
has less diversified economic structures, which makes it 
subject to the risk of the uncontrollable capital inflows and 
outflows. 

• Thailand is an interesting case to examine since many capital 
control restrictions are placed and lifted over the past decade. 

Statement of Problem

control restrictions are placed and lifted over the past decade. 
– During 1988 – 1996, Thailand stimulates its financial liberalization (Allison & 

Suwanraks, 1999) such as IMF, BIBF etc.
– However,  after 1997 crisis Thailand more concerns about the free capital flow policy, 

so it increases the degree of the capital control such as 30% URR. 
– BOT conducts more financial liberalization in 2007 to restore the foreign investor 

confidence (BOT, 2007). 

• The stock market in Thailand may respond differently to the U.S. 
monetary policy decision when the source of firms’ financing may 
be limited due to:
– A high domestic cost of capital ;
– The low level of integration with the world market.



• Does the Federal Funds rate target announcement (the monetary policy 
announcement in foreign country) affect the listed companies on the 
stock market in Thailand in term of the firm level return?  

1. Which component of change in Federal Funds rate target affects the listed companies 
on the stock market in Thailand in term of the firm level return?

2. Does the information content of the Federal Funds rate target announcement affect 
the listed companies on the stock market in Thailand in term of the firm level return?

Main Research Questions

the listed companies on the stock market in Thailand in term of the firm level return?
3. Does the impact of unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target on the listed 

companies on the stock market in Thailand, in term of the firm level return, depend on 
the firm’s characteristic?

4. Does the impact of unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target on the listed 
companies on the stock market in Thailand, in term of the firm level return, depend on 
the industrial structure?

5. Does the influence of unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target to the listed 
companies on the stock market in Thailand, in term of the firm level return, depend on 
the period in different domestic monetary policy action?



• All individual firms which have the have the data set more than 5 
years  (Karim, 2009) are under the examination during January 2000 
– December 2010.

– It is excluded the firms in the rehabilitation (REHABCO) group. 
– The initial firm announcement observations are 32,853 firm-

announcement observations.

Scope of the Study

announcement observations.
• After cleaning observations by excluding the stock with IPO announcement, stock split 

announcement and dividend announcement @ time t+1.
• And use only the scheduled announcement.
• The announcement with U.S. employment report is also deleted.

– The final firm announcements observations are 20,417 firm-
announcement observations.



• Bernanke and Blinder (1992) argue that the Federal 
Funds rate is a good measure of monetary policy action 
in the sense that the short run fluctuations in the Federal 
Funds rate are dominated by shifts in the policy action.

• The Federal Funds rate, therefore, is widely used as a 

Literature Review

• The Federal Funds rate, therefore, is widely used as a 
proxy of the monetary policy action especially after the 
1994 (Bernanke & Blinder, 1992; Bernanke & Mihov, 1998; Gurkaynak et al., 2007). 

– Since February 1994, most of policy decisions occur at the 
scheduled FOMC meeting day.

– The committee would release a press statement that describing its 
policy action when changing the target funds rate. 

– The explicit announcement of monetary policy is made at 2:15pm 
after the scheduled FOMC meeting. 























Operationalization of Variables

Dependent Variable(s)

Notation(s) Variable(s) Operationalized by Scale Literature

Ri,t+1 Firm level stock return on day t+1
First difference in logarithms of 
firm level stock price Ratio

Waud (1970),  Lobo (2000), 
Ehrmann and Fratzscher 
(2004), Konrad (2009)

Main Independent Variable(s)

Notation(s) Variable(s) Operationalized by Scale Literature
Difference between current 

∆iT,t

Raw change in the Federal Funds rate target at 
announcement time T on day t

Difference between current 
funds rate target and previous 
funds rate target Ratio

Lobo (2000), Bernanke and 
Kuttner (2005), He (2006)

∆ieT,t

Expected change in the Federal Funds rate 
target at announcement time T on day t 

Difference between the raw 
change in funds rate and the 
unexpected change from the 
futures rate Ratio

Bernanke and Kuttner (2005), 
Bredin et al. (2005).

∆iuT,t

Unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate 
target at announcement time T on day t 

One day change in Federal 
Funds futures rate Ratio

Kuttner (2001), Bernanke and 
Kuttner (2005)



Operationalization of Variables

Interactive Term(s)

Notation(s) Variable(s) Operationalized by Scale Literature

RICi,t

Increase rate change dummy 
variable on day t  

Taking value one when the raw change 
in the Federal Funds rate at 
announcement time T on day t is 
positive value, ∆iT,t > 0, and 0 otherwise Nominal Bernanke and Kuttner (2005), Chulia et al. (2010)

RDCi,t

Decrease rate change dummy 
variable on day t  

Taking value one when the raw change 
in the Federal Funds rate at 
announcement time T on day t is 
negative value, ∆iT,t < 0, and 0 
otherwise Nominal Bernanke and Kuttner (2005), Chulia et al. (2010)

Dummy variable for the good 

Taking value 1 when there is a negative 
surprise implied from the futures 
contract at announcement time T on 

GDNi,t news on day t day t, ∆iuT,t < 0, and zero otherwise Nominal Bomfim (2003), Bredin et al. (2005), Chulia et al. (2010)

BDNi,t

Dummy variable for the bad 
news subsample on day t 

Taking value 1 when there is a positive 
surprise implied from the futures 
contract at announcement time T on 
day t, ∆iuT,t > 0, and zero otherwise Nominal Bomfim (2003), Bredin et al. (2005), Chulia et al. (2010)

SMLi,t+1

Dummy variable for small-
sized portfolio on day t+1 
(Percentile Splitting) 

Taking value 1 when the size of the firm 
falls into the small market capitalization 
category and zero otherwise Nominal

The size is measured by the market capitalization (Guo, 2004; 
Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2004; Basistha & Kurov, 2008; Karim, 
2009; Kurov, 2010). Percentile ranking (Thorbecke, 1997; Guo, 
2004; Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2004)

LRGi,t+1

Dummy variable for large-
sized portfolio on day t+1 
(Percentile Splitting) 

Taking value 1 when the size of the firm 
falls into the large market capitalization 
category and zero otherwise Nominal

The size is measured by the market capitalization (Thorbecke, 
1997; Guo, 2004; Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2004; Basistha & Kurov, 
2008; Karim, 2009; Kurov, 2010).

LCFi,t+1

Dummy variable for low cash 
flow portfolio on day t+1 
(Percentile Splitting) 

Taking value 1 when the cash flow of 
the firm falls into the low cash flow 
category and zero otherwise Nominal

The cash flow is estimated by sum of EBIT and depreciation, then 
divided by the net income (Kaplan & Zingales, 1997; Ehrmann & 
Fratzscher, 2004; Karim, 2009).

HCFi,t+1

Dummy variable for high cash 
flow portfolio on day t+1 
(Percentile Splitting) 

Taking value 1 when the cash flow of 
the firm falls into the high cash flow 
category and zero otherwise Nominal

The cash flow is estimated by summing EBIT and depreciation, 
then dividing by the net income (Kaplan & Zingales, 1997; 
Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2004; Karim, 2009).

LDRi,t+1

Dummy variable for low debt 
ratio on day t+1 (Percentile 
Splitting) 

Taking value 1 when the debt ratio of 
the firm falls into the low debt ratio 
category and zero otherwise Nominal

The debt ratio is measured by dividing total liability with total equity 
(Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2004).

HDRi,t+1

Dummy variable for high debt 
ratio subsample on day t+1 
(Percentile Splitting)

Taking value 1 when the debt ratio of 
the firm falls into the high debt ratio 
category and zero otherwise Nominal

The debt ratio is measured by dividing total liability with total equity 
(Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2004).



Operationalization of Variables

Interactive Term(s) (continued)

Notation(s) Variable(s) Operationalized by Scale Literature

∑7
k=1 SECk, i, t+1

Series of industrial sector dummy 
variables on day t+1

Taking value one when the sample firm falls into a 
particular industrial subsample and zero otherwise Nominal

Thorbecke and Alami (1992), Thorbecke
(1997),  Basistha and Kurov (2008), Kurov
(2010)

CMPi,t+1

Dummy variable for domestic 
contractionary monetary policy 
action subsample on day t+1 

Taking value 1 when the event date falls into the 
domestic contractionary monetary policy action and 
zero otherwise Nominal Ranaldo and Rossi (2010)

EMPi,t+1

Dummy variable for domestic 
expansionary monetary policy 
action subsample on day t+1

Taking value 1 when the event date falls into the 
domestic expansionary monetary policy action and 
zero otherwise. Nominal Ranaldo and Rossi (2010)

Series of days of week dummy Taking value one when the announcement affects Thai 
French (1980), Gibbon and Hess (1981), 
Connolly (1989), Ehrmann and Fratzscher 

∑3
k=1 DAYk

Series of days of week dummy 
variables 

Taking value one when the announcement affects Thai 
stock market on particular day and zero otherwise Nominal

Connolly (1989), Ehrmann and Fratzscher 
(2006)

∑11
k=1 MONTHk

Series of months of year dummy 
variables 

Taking value one when the announcement affects Thai 
stock market on particular month and zero otherwise Nominal

Keim (1983), Reinganum (1983), Tinic and 
West (1984), Heston and Sadka (2008)

∑301
k=1 FIRMk

Series of 301 firm fixed effect 
dummy variables 

Taking value one when the sample firm falls into a 
particular firm and zero otherwise Nominal Wooldridge (2003, 2006)

SIZEi,t+1

Firm’s size on day t+1 measured 
by the firms’ market capitalization Stock price times numbers of stock outstanding Ratio

Fama and French (1992), Barber and Lyon 
(1997)

BV_MVi,t+1 Firm’s book to market value ratio Ratio of book to market value Ratio
Fama and French (1992), Barber and Lyon 
(1997)

RISKi,t+1

The domestic market beta on day 
t+1 

Slope of the market model which relates the stock 
return with the return on SET index within the 
estimation period of 250 days Ratio

McDonald (1987), Kang and Kim (2008), 
Schlumpf et al. (2008)

IRISKi,,t

The international market beta on 
day t 

Slope of the market model which relates the stock 
return with the return on S&P index within the 
estimation period of 250 days Ratio

McDonald (1987), Kang and Kim (2008), 
Schlumpf et al. (2008)

S_Pi,t Return on U.S. stock on day t First difference in logarithms of S&P stock index Ratio
Fratzscher (2006), Hausman and Wongswan
(2006), Wongswan (2009)



Large > Small and 
Median sample

Low CF < High and 

Max

Min

Return: non normality, + skew,  high kurtosis.

Descriptive Statistic

Low CF < High and 
Median CF sample

Low DR and High 
DR < Median 
sample

Industrial sector is 
Minimum and 
Finance and 
Resource are 
maximum



Descriptive Statistic

Information Content Operationalization
Announcement 
Observations

Firm-Announcement 
Observations

Rate Increase Raw change > 0 20 5,164

Rate Decrease Raw change < 0 14 3,137

No Change Raw change = 0 48 12,116No Change Raw change = 0 48 12,116

Total 82 20,417

Good News 
Unexpected change < 
0 24 5,885

Bad News 
Unexpected change > 
0 21 4,851

No News 
Unexpected change = 
0 37 9,681

Total 82 20,417



- Raw change (return): consistent with Guo (2004) and Chulia et al. (2010).

Hypothesis Testing

Note: t statistic is reported in the parenthesis.
All models face serial correlation problem from Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test, so solved by the Newey-West HAC SE & Cov estimator. 

- Unexpected change: consistent with Guo (2004), Hausman and Wongswan (2006) and Chulia et al. (2010). 

- Explanation of insignificant raw change: 
• The raw change may be contaminated by the expected component .
• 82 Raw Change ->  57 Expected Components and 45 Unexpected Components.



Hypothesis Testing

- Explanation for rate increase decision (return):
1. Since an unexpected U.S. tightening policy depresses stock return,  rate increase decision will be in focus.
2. The sample of rate increase decision (n=5,164) outnumbers the sample of rate decrease decision (n = 3,137). 
-Explanation for good news (return):
1. It is possible that the investors tend to increase their leverage position only after perceiving the good news.
2. The sample of good news (n=5,885) outnumbers the sample of bad news (n=4,851). 



Hypothesis Testing

-The Thai firms with large size, high cash flow and high debt ratio are more negatively affected 
by the unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target. 
- Explanation: Only these firms can raise their funds through the international funding source. 
• Unexpected U.S. tightening monetary policy: Fund cost ↑-> profit ↓-> stock price ↓. 



Hypothesis Testing

-Explanation for the higher impact during the contractionary monetary policy action in Thailand:
1. The investors may feel uncertain that the change in international monetary policy action will interrupt the 

domestic good economic condition. 
2. The firms have already confronted with the high cost of capital during the domestic tightening monetary policy 

period.



Hypothesis Testing

-The impact to the capital intensive industry may due to the fact that the machinery product 
(capital intensive product) is the largest export volume and import volume for Thailand (Bank of 
Thailand, 2011).

•The capital intensive industry in Thailand, therefore, confronts with the exposure from the 
change in the international monetary policy action. 



• By using a sample of 82 announcements (20,417 firm –
announcement observations) during 2000 - 2010, results show that:

• The stock return in Thailand was negatively affected by the 
unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target;

– while it was unaffected by the raw change and the expected change. 

Conclusion

• The unexpected change in Federal Funds rate target with the rate 
increase decision and the unexpected change in Federal Funds 
rate target that was considered to be favorable to the investors 
negatively affected the firm level stock return in Thailand. 



• The evidence supports that the firm’s characteristic matters for 
the return framework;

– Since the Thai stocks which are large-sized, have high cash flow and high debt 
ratio were negatively affected by the unexpected change in the Federal Funds 
rate target. 

• The evidence supports that the industrial structure is relevant for 
both the return framework;

Conclusion

both the return framework;
– Since the stock return of the capital intensive industries in Thailand were 

affected by the unexpected tightening monetary policy by Federal Reserve. 

• The stock return in Thailand respond to the change in the Federal 
Funds rate target differently under the different monetary policy period 
in Thailand.  
− The unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target more negatively 

affects the Thai stock return during the contractionary monetary policy action  
than the expansionary monetary policy action in Thailand.



• The findings of this study provide the benefits to three major 
agents including the academicians, the investors and the policy 
makers. 

• For the investor , the finding of study supports that the 
unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate target is the price 
factor of stock :

Implication and Recommendation

factor of stock :
– The investors should carefully price stock return especially:

• When there is the unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate with the 
rate increase decision 

• When the unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate that  is considered 
to be favorable to the investors. 

• When they invest in the firms with large size, high cash flow and high debt 
ratio. 

• When they invest in the capital intensive industry.
– In addition, stock return should be more carefully priced in the contractionary 

monetary period in Thailand;
• Since if Federal Reserve increases the Federal Funds rate target, the stock return depresses  and 

the stock return volatility in Thailand increases during the tightening monetary period in Thailand.



• The asset allocation decision is important for the investors. 
– If the investors invest in the stock with large size, high cash flow and high debt ratio �

should include the stock with the other characteristic.
– In addition, if the investors’ portfolios include the stock in the capital intensive industry such 

as the property and construction industry and the resources industry � should include stock 
in other industry.

• Since only the unexpected component affects the stock return, the 

Implication and Recommendation

• Since only the unexpected component affects the stock return, the 
investors with better forecast models can outperform market by 
simple trading strategy.

– Eg. Market expects rate decrease but that investors expect rate increase which is correct �
short stock and cover by call option, long put option.  

• For the policy maker , since the unexpected tightening policy by 
Federal Reserve depresses Thai stock return especially during 
the tightening monetary policy period in Thailand;

– The Bank of Thailand needs to understand such impacts carefully. 
– The hike in the repurchase rate should be implemented only when it is good for the 

economy as a whole picture.  



Questions and Answers

THANK YOU VERY MUCH

Questions and Answers



� Chapter 1 Questions
1. Why include period after 2008? Answer

2. What are the limitations and assumptions? Answer

3. What are the motivations behind? Answer

4. Why there is no spurious effect from domestic monetary policy action? 

Questions

Why there is no spurious effect from domestic monetary policy action? 
Answer

� Chapter 2 Questions
• What are the literature reviews on:?
– Domestic monetary policy and domestic stock return  Answer
– International monetary policy and domestic stock return Answer



� Chapter 3 Questions
1. How to construct the conceptual framework? Answer
2. How to select the benchmark for DOW & MOY? Answer
3. Why adding 301 Firm Dummy Variables? Answer
4. What is the methodology to extract the unexpected component? 

Questions

4. What is the methodology to extract the unexpected component? 
Answer

5. Why the model multiplies only with the unexpected component? 
Answer

6. How to define the news? Answer
7. What are the theories behind the news? Answer
8. How the firm’s characteristics are related to the framework? Answer



10. What is the assumption behind the perfect market? Answer
11. Why the domestic monetary policy action relates to the 

framework? Answer
12. Why split model for the information content hypotheses and for the 

firm’s characteristic hypotheses? Answer
13. Why the study does not use the VAR model? Answer

Questions

13. Why the study does not use the VAR model? Answer

� Chapter 4 Questions
1. How to clean data? Answer
2. What is the sample for each event date? Answer
3. What are the event study and event date? Answer

� Chapter 5 Questions
1. What are the results of Wald Test? Answer



• Federal Reserve maintains 0.25% policy rate since December 16, 
2008; the Federal Funds rate target was at 0.25% in 2010.

• Even the raw change takes zero value, the expected component 
and the unexpected component take non-zero value after 2008. 

• In addition, the Federal Funds rate target is still the main monetary 

Why include period after 2008?

• In addition, the Federal Funds rate target is still the main monetary 
policy after 2008.

• On September 8, 2011 (7:00 p.m. EST), the CNBC breaking news 
reported that the Obama would implement the tax cut policy and the 
other fiscal policy to stimulate the economic growth. 

• Before that time (September 8, 2011; 1:30p.m.), Bernanke did not 
mention any specific policies to stimulate economic growth in the  
Minneapolis meeting.



• Together with the Bloomberg survey, which reported that the third 
Quantitative Easing would not happen. 

• This gives some clue that the U.S. authority would shift from the 
monetary policy to the fiscal policy in stimulating the economy. 

• The press statement also stated that "...they will promote a stronger 

Why include period after 2008?

• The press statement also stated that "...they will promote a stronger 
economic recovery in the context of price stability". 

• Therefore, with the fear of intense inflation, it is unlikely that the 
FFR would be able to maintain at low policy rate for some long 
period of time.



THANK YOU 



1. The daily return in this study is calculated by the first difference 
in logarithms of daily closing stock price. 
– The stock dividend is excluded due to the fact from the Bloomberg 

database shows that the average stock’s dividend yield is quite low 
around 3 percent per annum during 2000 – 2010. 

– In addition, the firms which declare the stock dividend one day after the 

Limitations and Assumptions

– In addition, the firms which declare the stock dividend one day after the 
announcement date are excluded from the sample in the step of 
cleaning data in order to avoid the spurious effect from the dividend 
announcement.

– Therefore, this study assumes that the dividend will be reinvested 100 
percent and the relevant rate of return is the price change only. 

– Fama (1965) supports this return measurement since the first 
difference in the logarithms of daily stock price makes the stock price 
random walk. 



2. The stock return also depends on the other pricing factor such 
as the size anomaly and the value premium anomaly (Fama & 
French, 1992, 1993, 1996, 2004; Barber & Lyon, 1997). 

– This study applies the event study approach to reduce the problem of 
omitted variables and any other spurious problems. 

– However, some error may exist which will be captured in the error term 

Limitations and Assumptions

– However, some error may exist which will be captured in the error term 
of the regression model. 

– After controlling the asset price factor and the other asset return 
anomalies, this study, therefore, assumes that there is no other 
significant factor, except the information on the Federal Funds rate 
target, influencing the stock return on the event date. 



3. The data of each stock in the study is mainly collected from the 
Bloomberg data base including the closing price of the stock and 
the financial statement information (earnings before interest and 
tax, depreciation, net income, total liability and total equity). 
– However, each company has its own approach to calculate the number 

in the financial statement which may cause a measurement error. This 

Limitations and Assumptions

in the financial statement which may cause a measurement error. This 
study, therefore, assumes that the measurement error is so small and 
negligible. 

4. The U.S. Federal Funds rate target announcement explains the 
financial market in Thailand only when Thailand economy is 
integrated with the world economy in term of the real (trade) factor 
and the financial factors. 
– As a consequent, the study presumes that the capital flow in Thailand 

is opened freely and Thailand economy is well integrated with the world 
economy in term of real (trade) and financial factors, therefore, the 
shock from one country affects the other countries. 



5. The Capital Asset Pricing Model argues that the market 
portfolio would include all of the assets, not only stocks but also 
the other asset investment and the other less marketable 
investment. 

– However, to gather the full range of one’s investment is impossible, so 
most of the past study constructs the market portfolio by relying on 

Limitations and Assumptions

most of the past study constructs the market portfolio by relying on 
stock index return (Fama & Macbeth, 1973; Fama & French, 1992, 
1993, 1996, 2004; Barber & Lyon, 1997). 

– This study examines the impact of the U.S. announcement to the listed 
companies on the stock market in Thailand.

– Therefore, the market portfolio is constructed by relying on two market 
return variables which are the return on the Stock Exchange of 
Thailand index and the return on the Standard and Poor index.

THANK YOU



• The press reports the U.S. monetary policy moves the world financial 
market.
– For example, September 2, 2010, a headline of Bangkok Post states that 

“Surprise Fed Rate Hike Hurts World Stock”. 

• In addition, most of the past literature on the monetary policy and the stock 
market relation focuses on the developed countries (Rigobon & Sack, 2004; 

Motivations

Bernanke & Kuttner, 2005; Bredin et al., 2005; Bredin, Hyde, Nitzsche & 
O'Reilly, 2007; Konrad, 2009). 
– Those studies rely on the aggregate data analysis rather than the disaggregate 

data (firm level) analysis. 
– The disaggregate level analysis mostly uses the data from U.S. firm (Thorbecke, 

1997; Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2004; Basistha & Kurov, 2008).

• A few studies on this line of research use data from the Asian countries, 
especially in the context of Thailand. 
– The studies in Asian countries mostly center on the relationship between the 

stock price and the macroeconomic variables (Johnson & Jensen, 1993; 
Muradoglu et al., 2001; Chancharoenchai, Dibooglu & Mathur, 2005). 



• Muradoglu et al. (2001) examine the causality between stock 
returns and macroeconomic variable in nineteen emerging 
countries. 
– One of relevant macroeconomic variable, which is the interest rate, relies 

on the market interest rate rather than the policy target rate. 
– Out of nineteen countries sample, twelve countries have the causal relation 

Motivations

– Out of nineteen countries sample, twelve countries have the causal relation 
between the stock returns and economic variables. 

– However, the causality relation does not appear in Thailand. 

• Chancharoenchai et al. (2005) examine the relation between the 
domestic macroeconomic variables and the stock excess return 
(and volatility) in six Asian countries. 
– The growth of money supply has a negatively influence on the excess 

return in Thailand, on a contrary, no influence on the volatility in Thai stock 
market. 

– The proxy of monetary policy variable is the money supply rather than the 
policy rate. 



• While the comparative evidences of Muradoglu et al. (2001) and 
Chancharoenchai et al. (2005) rely on the influence of domestic 
macroeconomic variable to the domestic stock market in various 
countries, the comparative evidence of Johnson and Jenson (1993) 
rely on the influence of international macroeconomic variable to the 
domestic stock market (international evidence).  
– Johnson and Jensen (1993) examine the impact of U.S. monetary policy 

Motivations

– Johnson and Jensen (1993) examine the impact of U.S. monetary policy 
shock on sixteen equity markets return. 

– Thai stock return seems unaffected by the U.S. monetary policy. 

• However, the study periods in the above mentioned literature 
include only the fixed exchange rate regime period in Thailand, 
during October 1979 to December 1991 in Johnson and Jensen 
(1993), during 1976 to 1997 in Muradoglu et al. (2001), and during 
January 1987 to December 1996 in Chancharoenchai et al. (2005).
– Therefore, their result may be inaccurate because of the fixed exchange 

rate policy (Bailey, 1990; Wang & Moore, 2009). THANK YOU 



• Some may argue that the response of the domestic stock market to 
the change in the international monetary policy action may be partly 
explained by the common monetary policy. 

• However, the Federal Reserve cut the policy rate to 1 percent in 
November 2008, while the 1 day repurchase rate in Thailand still 
maintains at 3.75 percent. 

No spurious Effect from Domestic 
Monetary Policy Action

maintains at 3.75 percent. 

• In December 2010, the policy rate in U.S. maintains at 0.25 percent, 
while the Thai policy rate rises to two percent. 



• Figure 4: The policy rate in U.S. and Thailand during 2000 -2010.

No spurious Effect from Domestic 
Monetary Policy Action

Source: Author. History of Monetary Policy Committee’s Decisions. Retrieved February 25, 2011, from: 
http://www.bot.or.th/Thai/MonetaryPolicy/Pages/MPC_decision.aspx.

• Since there is a time lag between the change in the rates and the 
direction and the action date vary significantly, the testing of the 
contemporaneous impact of the U.S. monetary policy action on the 
Thai stock market is rarely faced the spurious problem by the Thai 
monetary policy action. THANK YOU



• There are 3 well known hypotheses in explaining the impact of 
monetary policy on the asset price:

1. The Expected Real Interest Rate Hypothesis (Hardouvelis, 1987; 
Thorbecke & Alami, 1994; He, 2006)
– Tightening monetary policy => real interest rate ↑ => discount rate ↑ but real 

earning ↓ => equity price ↓

Literature Review
(Domestic Monetary Policy VS Domestic Stock Return)

earning ↓ => equity price ↓

2. The Expected Risk Premium Hypothesis (Fama, 1984; Bernanke 
& Kuttner, 2005; Bredin et al., 2007; Ronaldo & Rossi, 2010)
– Tightening monetary policy => financing cost ↑ => firm profit ↓ => risk premium 

↑ => expected rate of return ↑ => equity price ↓

3. The Expected Inflation Hypothesis (Pearce & Roley, 1983; Chami 
et al., 1999, Flannery & Protopapadakis, 2002).
– Tightening monetary policy => future inflation ↓ => future real profit ↑ => real 

dividend ↑ => stock attractive ↑ => equity price ↑ 



• It is widely found that a rise in monetary policy rate, the 
raw change in the Federal Funds rate target, depresses 
the stock price (Waud, 1970;Thorbecke & Alami, 1994; 
Lobo, 2000). 

• The Efficient Market Hypothesis posits that the stock 
price should reflect all available information (Fama, 

Literature Review
(Domestic Monetary Policy VS Domestic Stock Return)

price should reflect all available information (Fama, 
1970). 
– Only the unexpected component of monetary policy action, 

therefore, provides a significant impact to the stock price. 

– Several studies have found that the unexpected tightening 
monetary policy negatively affect the stock prices (Pearce & 
Roley, 1983; Thorbecke & Alami, 1992; Reinhart & Simin, 1997; 
Thorbecke, 1997; Chen et al., 1999; Guo, 2004; Rigobon & 
Sack, 2004; Bernanke & Kuttner, 2005; Bentzen, Hansen, 
Lunde, & Zebedee, 2008; Farka, 2009). THANK YOU 



• The stock market channel of the international monetary 
transmission relies on four main adjustment mechanisms:

1. The capital market adjustment (Bailey; 1990, Ehrmann & 
Fratzscher, 2006; Wongswan, 2009), relies on the Contagion 
Hypothesis (King & Wadhwani, 1990; Karolyi & Stulz, 1996):

Literature Review
(International Policy VS Domestic Stock Return)

Hypothesis (King & Wadhwani, 1990; Karolyi & Stulz, 1996):
– U.S. Tightening Monetary Policy (international monetary policy) => Global 

interest ↑ => CoC / RP ↑ => Domestic Equity Price ↓

2. The portfolio adjustment (Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; 
Wongswan, 2009; Karim, 2009): 
– U.S. Tightening Monetary Policy (international monetary policy) => U.S. Real 

Interest Rate ↑=> Demand for U.S. Denominated Asset ↑=> Capital Flow to U.S. 
↑ => Demand for the Other Currency Denominated Asset ↓ => Domestic Equity 
Price ↓



3. The adjustment in expected cash flow (Bailey, 1990; Baks & 
Kramer, 1999; Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Wongswan, 2009; Karim, 
2009), relates the Expected Real Interest Rate Hypothesis 
(Hardouvelis, 1987) with the trade channel of monetary transmission 
(Dornbusch, 1980; Stockman & Obstfeld, 1985):

– U.S. Tightening Monetary Policy (international monetary policy) => U.S. Real 
Interest Rate ↑=> U.S. Equity Price ↓ => U.S. Economy ↓ => U.S. Import ↓ (Income 

Literature Review
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Interest Rate ↑=> U.S. Equity Price ↓ => U.S. Economy ↓ => U.S. Import ↓ (Income 
Absorption Effect) => Equity Price of Domestic Firm which Exports to U.S. ↓

4. The inflation rate adjustment (Bailey, 1990; Baks & Kramer, 1999; 
Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Karim, 2009), relates the Expected 
Inflation Hypothesis (Pearce & Roley, 1983; Chami et al., 1999) with 
the trade channel of monetary transmission (Dornbusch, 1980; 
Stockman & Obstfeld, 1985):

– U.S. Tightening Monetary Policy => U.S. Future Inflation ↓ => U.S. Future Real Profit 
↑ => U.S. Equity Price ↑ => U.S. Economy ↑ => U.S. Import ↑ (Income Absorption 
Effect) => Equity Price of Domestic Firm which Exports to U.S. ↑          THANK YOU 



• The conceptual framework is based on many theories and concepts 
discussed in the previous chapter. 
– However, the underlying idea of this framework is to match the domestic 

framework, the study of domestic stock market response to the change in 
the domestic monetary policy action, with the international framework, the 
study of domestic stock market response to the change in the international 
monetary policy action.

Framework Construction

monetary policy action.

• The number of study in the international framework seems much 
lower than the number of study in the domestic framework. 
– The study of the international framework is examined only in the aggregate 

level except one (Karim, 2009). 
– This study is developed to bridge the gap by examining the impact of the 

change in the Federal Funds rate target on the firm level equity return and 
the firm level equity volatility in Thailand

THANK YOU



• The different studied periods result the different significant day of 
week and month of year effect. 

– Chan, Khanthavit and Thomas (1996) find that the daily stock returns in 
Thailand are significantly positive on Thursday and Friday during 1975 – 1991. 

– Basher and Sadorsky (2006) argue that the excess returns on Thai stock are 
significantly negative on Monday during 1992 – 2003. 

– Chan et al. (1996) also find the positive stock returns in March, April, July and 

Benchmark for DOW & MOY

– Chan et al. (1996) also find the positive stock returns in March, April, July and 
December.

• To avoid the error in using the significant day of week and the 
significant month of year as the benchmark, all affected day (four 
days) in week and all month (twelve months) in year are regressed 
against the firm level return without the constant term for the return 
model (against the firm level volatility without constant term for the 
volatility model). 

– The insignificant day and the insignificant month will be used as the benchmark 
dummy variables.  THANK YOU 



• The panel data combines both the cross sectional data with the time 
series data. 

– In the unmatched panel data, some firms may not exist in each time period.

• However, some firms are fixed across the time which induces some 
unobserved factors. 

– The unobserved factors, affecting the dependent variable, are time invariant. 

Firm Dummy Variables 

– The model confronts the omitted variable problem if it ignores such time-invariant 
unobserved factors (fixed effect). 

• To control for the fixed effect, the dummy variables for each firm are 
constructed (Wooldridge, 2006). 

– The data set includes 302 firm observations, so 301 dummy variables (the number of categories 
– 1 = 302 - 1 = 301) are used to captures the fixed effect. 

• Even the firm’s size, the firm’s book value to market value ratio and the 
firm specific market risk are the firm specific factors, they are time 
variant. 

– They are, therefore, not redundant with the firm fixed effect dummy variables. 
THANK YOU



1. The narrative approach which using the Federal Reserve 
document and other relevant documents to derive the exogenous 
change in the monetary policy (Friedman & Scwart, 1963; Waud, 
1970; Smirlock & Yawitz, 1985; Johnson & Jenson, 1993).

– However, it is often argued as the subjective approach (Waud, 1970). 

2. The difference between the realized Federal Funds target rate 

Methodology to Extract 
Unexpected Component

2. The difference between the realized Federal Funds target rate 
and the expected rate from Federal Funds futures.

– Such as the difference between the funds rate target and the rate on 1 
month futures contract in time series analysis (Bernanke & Kuttner; 2005) 
and the difference between the announced target change and the 
expected change implied from the futures contract (Hausman & Wonswan, 
2006; Wongswan, 2009). 

– However, this cross market approach is contaminated by the risk premium 
in the futures market (Konrad, 2009). 



3. The difference between the announced value from the FOMC 
decision and the expected value from survey.
– Such as the difference between the announced Federal Funds rate and the 

expectation from the Money Market service (MMS) (Pearce & Roley, 1983; 
Hardouvelis, 1987; Reinhart & Simin, 1997; Flannery & Protopapadakis, 2002).

4. The difference between the actual Central Bank interest rate and 
the Taylor (1993) expected rate (Konrad, 2009).

Methodology to Extract 
Unexpected Component

the Taylor (1993) expected rate (Konrad, 2009).
5. The residual (innovation) from the Auto Regressive (AR) model 

where the variable in the model includes the change in the proxy 
of monetary policy measure.
– Such as the residual from the AR model where the main variable is the Federal 

Funds rate up to 12 months lags (He, 2006), the residual from the Auto 
Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model where the market interest rate is 
the main variable (Shawky & Marathe, 1995), the residual from the regression of 
change in the overnight rate with the previous lags of the change in the 
overnight rate (Goodhart, Mahadeva & Spicer, 2003)



6. The most widely used approach is a one day change in Federal 
Funds futures rate during the FOMC announcement date such as 
the change in the implied Federal Funds futures rate in event 
study analysis (Kutter, 2001; Bomfim, 2003; Bernanke & Kuttner, 
2005; Bredin et al., 2005; Basistha & Kurov, 2008; Craine & 
Martin, 2008; Kurov, 2010).

Methodology to Extract 
Unexpected Component

f0t is the Federal Funds rate at the end of the announced date t 
f0t-1 is the Federal Funds rate before the announced date t-1
d0 is the day of the current FOMC meeting 
D0 is the number of days in the month of the current FOMC meeting.

• Kutter (2001) initiates this well known approach by relying on the 
idea that the futures rate on day t incorporates the expected 
change on day t+1. 

– If the one day change in the spot month futures rate is as expected, the value of the spot 
rate remains unchanged and the surprise component takes no value. 

– If the spot month futures rate changes differently from the expectation in one day, the spot 
rate will move and the surprise component will take value. THANK YOU 



• Prior studies support the semi strong form market efficiency in the 
developed countries (Fama et al., 1969; Dann, Mayers, & Raab, 
1977; Patell & Wolfson, 1984). 

– The studies in the developed countries mostly examine the impact of the information 
content of the Federal Funds rate announcement on the stock market by multiplying 
the moderating factors only with the unexpected change in the Federal Funds rate 
target (Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Hausman & Wongswan, 2006; Konrad, 2009; 

Multiplying with 
Unexpected Component

target (Ehrmann & Fratzscher, 2006; Hausman & Wongswan, 2006; Konrad, 2009; 
Karim, 2009). 

• Wiriyaphusit (1998), Khomkhongvong (2001) and Sathayai (2007) 
support the semi strong form market efficiency in Thailand. 

– Therefore, this study measures the response of the stock price to the direction of 
monetary policy by multiplying RICi,t and RDCi,t dummy variables with the unexpected 
change in the Federal Funds rate target as shown in the model (R3). 

– However, if the stock return responds to the expected component of change in the 
Federal Funds rate target in model (R2), the expected component of change in the 
Federal Funds rate target will also be multiplied with the moderating factors.

THANK YOU



• The good news classification is consistent with the announcement provides the 
favorable information to the investors (including the borrowers and the 
exporters) => a smaller-than-expected increase and a larger-than-expected fall. 

• The bad news classification is consistent with the announcement provides the 
unfavorable information to the investors (including the borrowers and the 
exporters) => a larger-than-expected increase and a smaller-than-expected fall.

News Classification 

THANK YOU 

Monetary 
Policy
Stance

Monetary Policy 
Direction

Definition Classificatio
n

Unexpected 
Direction

Example

∆iuT,t=∆iT,t - ∆e
T,t

U.S. Tightening 
Monetary Policy

Smaller than expected
increase in rate

Actual increase <
Expected Increase

Good News ∆iuT,t < 0 -1 = (1) – (2)

U.S. Expansionary 
Monetary Policy

Larger than expected
decrease in rate

Actual decrease >
Expected decrease

Good News ∆iuT,t < 0 -1 = (-2) – (-1)

U.S. Tightening 
Monetary Policy

Larger than expected
increase in rate

Actual increase >
Expected Increase

Bad News ∆iuT,t > 0 +1 = (2) – (1)

U.S. Expansionary 
Monetary Policy

Smaller than expected
decrease in rate

Actual decrease <
Expected decrease

Bad News ∆iuT,t > 0 +1 = (-1) – (-2)



• The Leverage Effect Hypothesis (Christie, 1982) and the 
Volatility Feedback Effect Hypothesis (Pindyck, 1984) imply 
that the stock market should react to the bad news higher in 
magnitude than the good news. 

– The Leverage Effect Hypothesis asserts that the investors increase 

Theories behind the News 

– The Leverage Effect Hypothesis asserts that the investors increase 
leverage position when the stock price reduces after absorbing the 
bad news. 

– The Volatility Feedback Effect Hypothesis argues that the bad 
news increases the stock volatility more than the good news, so the 
investors require higher compensation for the bad news.

THANK YOU 



• Under the imperfect market world, some firms have the limited 
access to the external fund.

• The variation among the different groups of borrower depends on 
the internal net worth position (Calomiris & Habbard, 1990). 

• The stock in the high financial constrained condition, therefore, 
responds to the change in the monetary action than the stock in the 

Firm’s Characteristics

responds to the change in the monetary action than the stock in the 
financial unconstrained condition (Thorbecke, 1997; Ehrmann & 
Fratzscher, 2004; Basistha & Kurov, 2008). 

1. Size is selected since the credit (balance sheet) channel literature 
gives a strong implication on the size (Gertler, 1992; Gertler & 
Gilchrist, 1994; Bernanke et al., 1996; Peersman & Smets, 2005; 
Bougheas et al., 2006).
– The common finding is the small sized firms are sensitive to the change in the 

monetary policy action than the large sized firms.



2. Cash flow is selected since the credit channel of monetary 
transmission supports the role of the credit market friction in 
propagating the economic fluctuation.
– The common finding of the financial propagation mechanism shows that the 

investment decision in the financial constraints firm is sensitive to the cash flow 
stream (Fazzari et al., 1988, Whited, 1991, 1992; Oliner & Rudebusch, 1992).

Firm’s Characteristics

3. Debt ratio is selected since the capital market adjustment asserts 
that a tightening monetary policy by the Federal Reserve 
stimulates a hike in the global interest (Bailey; 1990, Ehrmann & 
Fratzscher, 2006; Wongswan, 2009). 
– The higher the interest rate is, the higher the cost of capital occurs. 
– The high leverage firm with a high debt financing, therefore, should absorb more 

impact of change in international monetary action than the firms with a low debt 
financing. THANK YOU 



• The market perfection implies two conditions. 
1. First, homogeneous information means no difference between 

the informed and the uninformed investors (borrower and lender 
in this case). 

2. Second, homogeneous access to the investment opportunities 
means that there is no credit constraint due to the investors’ 

The Market Perfection

means that there is no credit constraint due to the investors’ 
characteristics.

• If the market meets these investors’ homogeneity assumptions 
and everyone will have the same information at the same time, 
so the market is perfect in this sense. 

THANK YOU 



• The Financial Accelerator Theory (Fazzari et al., 1988):
– A decline in firm’s cash flow and collateral value reduces the firm’s net worth. 
– The agency premium increases since the borrower has a higher default risk and the lender 

has a lower amount of information. 
– Then, the borrower’s spending and producing activities finally reduce. 
– The Financial Accelerator Theory, therefore, predicts that the market participants will be 

more sensitive to the U.S. monetary policy shock during the bad economy than the good 

Domestic Monetary Policy Action

economy since the agency problem pronounces during the bad economic time.

• Since some argue that the change in domestic asset price is 
attributed to the change in the domestic monetary policy action 
rather than the change of the international monetary policy 
action. 

– In addition, there is no outstanding evidence examine the impact of domestic stock market 
to the change in the international monetary policy action under the period in different 
domestic monetary policy action, therefore, the period in different domestic monetary policy 

action is the focus. THANK YOU 



Why Split Model?

THANK YOU 



• Many previous studies include not only the stock return and the 
policy rate in the VAR model, they also include real output, price 
level, money supply, policy rate, oil price and stock return in the 
model (Christiano, 1996; Thorbecke, 1997; Li et al., 2010). 

• However, using the VAR model has some shortcomings. 

VAR Justification

1. The highest frequency of the macroeconomic variable is one month, so the 
variables are mostly measured at the monthly basis. 

2. The Central Banks (such as in U.S. and Thailand) mostly declare the policy 
rate eight times a year, so the monthly policy rate used in the model is the 
market policy rate rather than the target policy rate. The market policy rate 
may be contaminated by the other spurious effect.

3. The model can measure only the impact of the monetary policy shock 
component, while leaving the impact of the expected component 
unexplored. 

4. Some analyses are unattainable such as the asymmetric response to the 
different directional change and the different types of news. THANK YOU 



• All individual firms, excluded the firms in the rehabilitation 
(REHABCO) group, which have the have the data set more than 
5 years are under the examination during Jan 2000 – Dec 2010. 

• Since the U.S. announcement affects the listed companies on 
the stock market in Thailand in the subsequent trading day at 

Cleaning Data

the stock market in Thailand in the subsequent trading day at 
time t+1, the stock price should purely reflect the information on 
the Federal Funds rate target. 
– The stock price at time t+1 will be cleaned by excluding the stocks 

which IPO announcement, stock split announcement, dividend 
announcement at time t+1.

• The event date includes only the scheduled announcement.
– The announced date with the employment news is also deleted out 

(Basistha & Kurov, 2008) THANK YOU 
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• This paper focuses the immediate response of the firm level stock 
return and the firm level stock return volatility to the information on 
Federal Funds rate target. 

• The event study approach with daily data which is the regression 
method that tries to control the other spurious effects by narrowing the 
time interval, event window, around the announcement date is, 

Event Study and Event Date

time interval, event window, around the announcement date is, 
therefore, considered (Waud, 1970; Bernanke & Kuttner, 2005, Bredin 
et al., 2007; Ranaldo & Rossi, 2010). 

• The event dates are days when the Central Bank policy committee 
(FOMC) meets according to the scheduled time so that the target rate 
changes (Craine & Martin, 2008). 

– Since the explicit announcement of monetary policy is made at 2:15pm after the 
scheduled FOMC meeting, the event date is therefore, the same date as the 
decision date and the action date. THANK YOU 



E-View Result for Wald Test

THANK YOU 


